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This paper presents a fuzzy qualitative representation of conventional trigonometry with
the goal of bridging the gap between symbolic cognitive functions and numerical sensing
& control tasks in the domain of physical systems, especially in intelligent robotics. Fuzzy
qualitative coordinates are deﬁned by replacing a unit circle with a fuzzy qualitative circle;
a Cartesian translation and orientation are deﬁned by their normalized fuzzy partitions.
Conventional trigonometric functions, rules and the extensions to triangles in Euclidean
space are converted into their counterparts in fuzzy qualitative coordinates using fuzzy
logic and qualitative reasoning techniques. This approach provides a promising represen-
tation transformation interface to analyze general trigonometry-related physical systems
from an artiﬁcial intelligence perspective.
Fuzzy qualitative trigonometry has been implemented as a MATLAB toolbox named
XTRIG in terms of 4-tuple fuzzy numbers. Examples are given throughout the paper to
demonstrate the characteristics of fuzzy qualitative trigonometry. One of the examples
focuses on robot kinematics and also explains how contributions could be made by fuzzy
qualitative trigonometry to the intelligent connection of low-level sensing & control tasks
to high-level cognitive tasks.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Trigonometry is a branch of mathematics that deals with the relationships between the sides and angles of triangles and
with the properties and application of trigonometric functions of angles. It began as the computational component of geom-
etry in the second century BC and plays a crucial role in domains such as mathematics & engineering. In order to bridge the
gap between qualitative and quantitative descriptions of physical systems, we propose a fuzzy qualitative representation of
trigonometry (FQT), which provides theoretical foundations for the representation of trigonometric properties.
It is often desirable and sometimes necessary to reason about the behavior of a system on the basis of incomplete or
sparse information. The methods of model-based technology provide a means of doing this [1,2]. The initial approaches
to model-based reasoning were seminal but focused on symbolic qualitative reasoning (QR) only, providing a means where-
by the global picture of how a systemmight behave could be generated using only the sign of the magnitude and direction of
change of the system variables. This makes qualitative reasoning complementary to quantitative simulation. However, quan-
titative and qualitative simulation form the two ends of a spectrum; and semi-quantitative methods were developed to ﬁll
the gap. For the most part these were interval reasoners bolted on to existing qualitative reasoning systems (e.g. [3]), Black-
well did pioneering work on spatial reasoning on robots [4]; however, one exception to this was fuzzy qualitative reasoning. All rights reserved.
.
, g.coghill@abdn.ac.uk (G.M. Coghill), dpb@aber.ac.uk (D.P. Barnes).
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quantitative approach than their predecessors [5,6]. Model-based technology methods have been successfully applied to a
number of tasks in the process domain. However, while some effort has been expended on developing qualitative kinematic
models, the results have been limited [7–10]. The basic requirement for progressing in this domain is the development of a
qualitative version of the trigonometric rules. Buckley and Eslami [11] proposed the deﬁnition of fuzzy trigonometry from
the fuzzy perspective without consideration of the geometric meaning of trigonometry. Some progress has been made in this
direction by Liu [12], but as with other applications of qualitative reasoning, the ﬂexibility gained in variable precision by
integrating fuzzy and qualitative approaches is no less important in the kinematics domain. In this paper we present an
extension of the rules of trigonometry to the fuzzy qualitative case, which will serve as the basis for fuzzy qualitative reason-
ing about the behavior and possible diagnosis of kinematic robot devices.
Fuzzy qualitative reasoning combines the advantages of fuzzy reasoning and qualitative reasoning techniques. Research
into the integration of fuzzy reasoning and qualitative reasoning has been carried out in both theory and application in the
past two decades [5,6,13–16]. The use of fuzzy reasoning methods are becoming more and more popular in intelligent sys-
tems[17,18], especially hybrid methods and their applications integrating with evolutionary computing [19–22], decision
trees [23,24], neural networks [25–27], data mining [28], and so on [29–33]. Qualitative reasoning is reviewed in [34–37].
The integration of fuzzy reasoning and qualitative reasoning (i.e., fuzzy qualitative reasoning) provides an opportunity to
explore research (e.g., spatial reasoning) with both the advantages of fuzzy reasoning and qualitative reasoning. Some of fuz-
zy qualitative reasoning contributions can be found in [5,6,14–16]. Shen and Leitch [5] use a fuzzy quantity space (i.e., nor-
malized fuzzy partition), which allows for a more detailed description of the values of the variables. Such an approach relies
on the extension principle and approximation principle in order to express the results of calculations in terms of the fuzzy
sets of the fuzzy quantity space.
Fuzzy reasoning has been signiﬁcantly developed and has attracted much attention and exploitation from industry and
research communities in the past four decades. Fuzzy reasoning is good at communicating with sensing and control level
subsystems by means of fuzziﬁcation and defuzziﬁcation methods. It has powerful reasoning strategies utilizing compiled
knowledge through conditional statements so as to easily handle mathematical and engineering systems in model free man-
ner. Fuzzy reasoning also provides a means of handling uncertainty in a natural way making it robust in signiﬁcantly noisy
environments. However, the fact that its knowledge is primarily shallow, and the questions over the computational overhead
associated with handling grades of membership of discrete fuzzy sets must be taken into account if multi-step reasoning is to
be carried out. On the other hand, Qualitative and Model-based Reasoning has been successfully deployed in many applica-
tions such are autonomous spacecraft support [38], Systems Biology [39] and qualitative systems identiﬁcation [40]. It has
the advantage of operating at the conceptual modeling level, reasoning symbolically with models which retain the mathe-
matical structure of the problem rather than the input/output representation of rule bases (fuzzy or otherwise). These mod-
els are incomplete in the sense that, being symbolic, they do not contain, or require, exact parameter information in order to
operate. Qualitative reasoning can make use of multiple ontologies, can explicitly represent causality, enable the construc-
tion of more sophisticated models from simpler constituents by means of compositional modeling, and infer the global
behavior of a system from a description of its structure [34,37]. These features can, when combined with fuzzy values
and operators, compensate for the lack of ability in fuzzy reasoning alone to deal with that kind of inference about complex
systems. The computational cause-effect relations contained in qualitative models facilitates analyzing and explaining the
behavior of a structural model. Based on a scenario generated from fuzzy reasoning’s fuzziﬁcation process, fuzzy qualitative
reasoning may be able to build a behavioral model automatically, and use this model to generate a behavior description,
acceptable by symbolic systems, either by abstraction and qualitative simulation or as a comprehensive representation of
all possible behaviors utilizing linguistic fuzzy values. Liu, Coghill and Brown had attempted two completely different ap-
proaches [41–43] based on fuzzy qualitative trigonometry [44]. Research reported in [41] proposed a normalized based qual-
itative representation from cognition perspective, it converts both numeric and subsymbolic data into a normalization
reference where transfer of different types of data is carried out, the method was not implemented into spatial robots
due to its costly computational cost and complex spatial relation though it was applied to planar robots. On the other hand,
conventional robotics had been adapted with the fuzzy qualitative trigonometry, not only did it implement feasible for spa-
tial robots but also it shows the promising potential for intelligent robotics [42]. Though fuzzy qualitative trigonometry was
brieﬂy reviewed in the both papers, a full account of fuzzy qualitative trigonometry is presented in this paper with the goal of
solving the intelligent connection problem (also known as symbol grounding problem) for physical systems, in particular
robotic systems. This problem is one of the key issues in AI robotics [45] and relates to a wide range of research areas such
as computer vision [46]. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the technical background of fuzzy qualitative
reasoning. Section 3 presents fuzzy qualitative Cartesian coordinates. Section 4 derives fuzzy qualitative trigonometric func-
tions. It converts trigonometric functions into those in terms of fuzzy qualitative descriptions. Section 5 addresses fuzzy
qualitative trigonometric rules. Section 6 presents fuzzy qualitative triangle theorems. Section 7 addresses discussions
and conclusions in the end.2. Fuzzy qualitative reasoning
Fundamentals of fuzzy qualitative reasoning are provided in this section.
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The membership distribution of a normal convex fuzzy number can be approximated by a 4-tuple fuzzy number repre-
sentation (i.e., ½a; b; s; b) with the condition a 6 b and a bP 0. The representation of the 4-tuple fuzzy numbers is a better
qualitative representation for trigonometry, because this representation has high resolution and good compositionality. The
degree of resolution can be adjusted by the choice of fuzzy numbers. Such a representation provides the ﬂexibility to carry
out computation based on real numbers, intervals, triangular numbers and trapezoidal fuzzy intervals, which comprise
nearly all of the computing elements in fuzzy qualitative reasoning. This representation has the ability to combine represen-
tations for different aspects of a phenomenon or system to create a representation of the phenomenon or systems as a whole.
The computation of fuzzy numbers is based on its arithmetic operations. The arithmetic operations on the 4-tuple paramet-
ric representation of fuzzy numbers are shown in Table 1, where <0 is the partial order <a when a ¼ 0, as deﬁned in [5]. The
partial order has been extended to a general form, i.e., fOajðO 2 f>;<;¼;6;P;2;;; # ;gÞ. For instance, partial order <a
is deﬁned such that for m; n ðm – nÞ, we say m is a-less than n; m<an, iff a < b; a 2 ma; b 2 na with ma and na being the a-
cuts of m and n, respectively.
It should be noted that the extension principle and normalized fuzzy partitions generation allow the extension of classical
mathematical operators on crisp sets to the fuzzy domain. However, though the result of an arithmetic operation is a fuzzy
number, it may not map exactly onto any of the members of the fuzzy partition of the constrained variable. In order to have
better approximation, fuzzy qualitative constraints are proposed, for instance, fuzzy qualitative trigonometric identity in Eq.
(9c). In addition, fuzzy qualitative states are mapped back into their fuzzy partitions and the results used for fuzzy qualitative
calculations. Further the fuzzy qualitative states can be grounded into symbols, which allows describing a same object in
numerical and symbolic terms.
2.2. Quantity representation in fuzzy qualitative reasoning
Qualitative reasoning has explored tradeoffs in representations for continuous parameters ranging in resolution from sign
algebras to the hyperreals [2]. Intervals are a well-known variable-resolution representation for numerical values, and have
been heavily used in qualitative reasoning [47]. A fuzzy partition is utilized to represent continuous values via sets of ordinal
relations, it can be thought of as partial information about a set of intervals [14]. The natural mapping between fuzzy par-
titions and intervals has been exploited by a variety of systems that use intervals, whose endpoints are known numerical
values, to reﬁne predictions produced by purely qualitative reasoning [2]. Fuzzy intervals have also been used in fuzzy rea-
soning about mechatronics systems [5]. Fuzzy qualitative trigonometry (FQT) has chosen the concept of a fuzzy partition due
to the fact that it is a form of semi-qualitative QR and the success of fuzzy qualitative simulation. In this case the fuzzy par-
tition is a set of overlapping fuzzy numbers, an example is shown in Fig. 1.
The fuzzy partition for every variable in the system is a ﬁnite and convex discretisation of the real number line. The fuzzy
partition for each variable individually is a subset of the real number line, which still covers the real number line. The fuzzy
partition in Fig. 1 would be suitable for a variable whose domain has been normalized.3. Fuzzy qualitative coordinates
Fuzzy qualitative coordinates are proposed in order to clearly describe the geometric meaning of FQT.
3.1. Angle and distance measurement
Angle and distance measurements play an important role in FQT due to the fact that trigonometry is centered on angle
measurement and quantities determined by the measure of an angle. A fuzzy qualitative fuzzy partition, Q, is introduced toTable 1
Arithmetic operations with 4-tuple fuzzy numbers.
Operation Result Conditions
n ½d;c; d; c All nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ﬃﬃ
c
p
;
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
;
ﬃﬃ
c
p  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc  cp ; ﬃﬃﬃdp þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃdþ dph i n>0 0
1=n ½1=d;1=c; d=ðdðdþ dÞÞ; c=ðcðc  cÞÞ n>0 0; n<0 0
mþ n ½aþ c; bþ d;sþ c;bþ d All m; n
m n ½a d; b c;sþ d; bþ c All m; n
m n ½ac; bd; acþ cs sc; bdþ dbþ bd m>0 0; n>0 0
½ad; bc; ds adþ sd; cb bcþ bc m<0 0; n>0 0
½bc; ad; bc cbþ bc; ad ds sd m>0 0; n<0 0
½bd; ac;bd db bd;sc ac cs m<0 0; n<0 0
m ¼ ½a; b; s;b; n ¼ ½c;d; c; d
μΑ(X)
X
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1-0.2-0.4-0.6-0.8-1
zero p-topn-top n-large p-largep-smalln-small p-mediumn-medium
Fig. 1. A normalized fuzzy partition, i.e., quantity space.
74 H. Liu et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2009) 71–88represent qualitative states of an orientation component Qa and a translation component Qd. It means that angle and dis-
tance measurements in fuzzy qualitative coordinates depend on the numbers and fuzzy characteristic of the elements of
a fuzzy qualitative fuzzy partition. For example, given an orientation range ½0 H and a translation range ½0 L, its fuzzy par-
tition can be described as,Q ¼ fQa;Qdg ð1Þ
whereQa ¼ ½QSaðh1Þ; . . . ;QSaðhiÞ; . . .QSaðhmÞ
Qd ¼ ½QSdðl1Þ; . . . ;QSdðljÞ; . . .QSdðlnÞQSaðhiÞ denotes the state of an angle hi; QSdðljÞ denotes the state of a distance lj; m and n are the number of the elements of
the two components. The state is deﬁned by the area covered by fuzzy numbers. The position measurement of
PðQSaðhiÞ;QSdðljÞÞ determined by both the characteristics of the fuzzy membership functions of QSaðhiÞ and QSdðljÞ.
The geometric meaning of FQT is demonstrated in a proposed fuzzy qualitative unit circle, in which the motion of an ori-
entation component and a translation component are constructed. A fuzzy qualitative unit circle is nothing but a conven-
tional trigonometric circle whose axes are replaced by unit (normalized) fuzzy partitions, for instance, Eq. (1) is a
representation for a fuzzy qualitative unit circle if H ¼ 2p and L ¼ 1. Further, the fuzzy qualitative Cartesian coordinates
can be constructed by the combination of the fuzzy partitions of the two motion components in real numbers R. The position
state of a fuzzy qualitative point is deﬁned by the projections of the point onto fuzzy qualitative axes. For instance, let the X
axis projection of a fuzzy qualitative point P be Xp, and the Y axis projection as Yp, its fuzzy qualitative position can be de-
scribed as P ¼ ðXp; YpÞ. It means that a point position in fuzzy qualitative coordinates is described by fuzzy sets, hence, fuzzy
arithmetic and its characteristics can be applied to those in fuzzy qualitative coordinates. For simplicity, we use membership
functions of 4-tuple fuzzy numbers, based on which a fuzzy qualitative unit circle is constructed, please see Fig. 2. Compared
with the quantitative trigonometric circle, its translation is replaced by the fuzzy partitions constructed by a set of 4-tuple
fuzzy numbers (i.e., lx; ly) on the distance range ½1 1; its orientation is replaced by the fuzzy partition constructed by a−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
−1.5
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
X
Y
θ
Fig. 2. A fuzzy qualitative trigonometric circle with p = 36, qx ¼ 41 and qy ¼ 41.
H. Liu et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2009) 71–88 75set of 4-tuple fuzzy numbers (i.e., lh) on the circle range ½0 2p. Additionally, in accordance with Cartesian coordinates con-
vention, the position PoðXo;YoÞ ¼ ð½0;0;0;0; ½0;0;0;0Þ is the fuzzy qualitative origin, where the axes intersect. Counterclock-
wise is the positive orientation, the number of qualitative orientation states in a full circle starting from the X axis is denoted
by p, the number of qualitative translation states is denoted by qaxis (i.e., qx; qy). Though different methods can be employed
to generate the fuzzy numbers in a fuzzy partition, two conditions must hold. First, the fuzzy numbers in each component
must be origin symmetric. Second, special real numbers (e.g., 0, p=2; p; 3p=2 in an orientation, and 1, 0, 1 in a transla-
tion) are the centers of some certain fuzzy numbers in their corresponding fuzzy partition. For instance, a right angle in con-
ventional trigonometry corresponds to the fuzzy number QSaðp=4þ 1Þ, whose center is equal to p=2. Please note that, for a 4-
tuple fuzzy number (e.g., ½a; b; s; b), its center is deﬁned by ðaþ bÞ=2. It should be noted that the fuzzy numbers in the ori-
entation fuzzy partition need to be multiplied by 2p before they can be utilized in the fuzzy arithmetic operations of Table 1.
3.2. Fuzzy qualitative Cartesian position
The fuzzy qualitative Cartesian coordinates are described by the combination of translation fuzzy partitions. Hence, fuzzy
qualitative position in terms of 4-tuple fuzzy number in such coordinates can be derived; its representation is given by Eq.
(2). The position is described in a compact row vector, in which the ﬁrst four entries denote the fuzzy qualitative variable in
the X axis, the rest denote the fuzzy qualitative variable in the Y axis. The graphic description of the position is shown in
Fig. 3:PC ¼ ½½X14½Y 14 ¼ ½½ x1 x2 x3 x4 ½ y1 y2 y3 y4  ð2Þ
The fuzzy qualitative Cartesian position is divided into nine partitions by the matrix in Eq. (2). The partition elements can
be described by a matrix PE, in which each entry corresponds to a partition. Please see Fig. 3:PE ¼
pe11 pe12 pe13
pe21 pe22 pe23
pe31 pe32 pe33
2
64
3
75 ð3Þwhere element pe22 denotes the fuzzy qualitative partition where both the fuzzy values of the X and Y axes are equal to one;
elements pe12; pe21; pe32 and pe23 denote the partitions in which either the fuzzy value of the X axis or that of the Y axis is
equal to one; elements pe11; pe13; pe31 and pe33 denote the partitions in which neither of the fuzzy values of the X or Y axis is
equal to zero. The matrix PE represents an uncertainty distribution to some extent. The position element in Eq. (2) can be
converted to that in fuzzy qualitative polar coordinates. Its description is given in the following:PO ¼ ½½R44; ½H44 ¼
r11 r12 r13 r14
r21 r22 r23 r24
r31 r32 r33 r34
r41 r42 r43 r44
2
6664
3
7775
h11 h12 h13 h14
h21 h22 h23 h24
h31 h32 h33 h34
h41 h42 h43 h44
2
6664
3
7775
2
6664
3
7775 ð4Þwhere,rij ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x02i þ y02j
q
hij ¼ arctg
y0j
x0iX-axis
Y-axis
[x x x x ]1 2 3 4
]
y
y
y
y[
4
3
2
1
Fig. 3. A point position in fuzzy qualitative Cartesian coordinates.
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0
2 x
0
3 x
0
4½  ¼ ½ x1  x3 x1 x2 x2 þ x4 
y01 y
0
2 y
0
3 y
0
4½  ¼ ½ y1  y3 y1 y2 y2 þ y4 Each row vector in ½R44 and ½H44 is the element of the fuzzy partition of the radius and angle in the fuzzy qualitative polar
coordinates. Besides, the above clearly indicates that the partition equation PE also applies to the position description in the
polar coordinates, except that each entry is described by a radius and a angle rather than two elements in the X and Y axes.
3.3. Fuzzy qualitative polar position
It has shown in the description in Section 3.1 that the fuzzy qualitative polar coordinates are described by the combina-
tion of a translation and an orientation fuzzy partition. Hence, the fuzzy qualitative position in polar coordinates can be rep-
resented; its mathematical description is given in Eq. (2). The position in the polar coordinates has the same notation as its
counterpart in Cartesian coordinates. It is also described in a compact row vector, in which the ﬁrst four entries denote the
fuzzy qualitative translation variable, the rest denote the fuzzy qualitative orientation variable. The graphic description of
the position is shown in Fig. 4:PO ¼ ½½R14½H14 ¼ ½½ r1 r2 r3 r4 ½ h1 h1 h1 h1  ð5Þ
Eq. (5) also can be converted into fuzzy qualitative Cartesian coordinates (i.e., Eq. (2)). The conversion equation is given in
the following:PC ¼ ½½X44½Y44 ð6Þ
where½X44 ¼ ½R0T14  cosð½H014Þ
½Y44 ¼ ½R0T14  sinð½H014Þand½R0 ¼ r01 r02 r03 r04½  ¼ ½ r1  r3 r1 r2 r2 þ r4 
½H0 ¼ h01 h02 h03 h04
  ¼ ½ h1  h3 h1 h2 h2 þ h4 
3.4. XTRIG implementation
AMATLAB toolbox named XTRIG has been developed to implement the proposed fuzzy qualitative trigonometry. XTRIG is
developed in terms of the 4-tuple fuzzy numbers, the characteristics of XTRIG are demonstrated by several examples
throughout this paper. Examples have been provided in this section to demonstrate the above-mentioned deﬁnitions. They
have been used to calculate trigonometric functions and triangle theorems by converting real numbers in Cartesian coordi-
nates into fuzzy numbers in the fuzzy qualitative coordinates using fuzzy logic and qualitative reasoning techniques. In addi-
tion, the examples are based on a fuzzy number, ½a; b; s; b, the function is b a ¼ j0s with the condition s ¼ b. j0 is a
threshold parameter to deﬁne the shape of fuzzy numbers. For instance, let the number of the fuzzy partition of an orien-
tation p be 16 for a fuzzy qualitative trigonometric circle, those of a translation, qx and qy, be 21 each, and set j0 as 5,X-axis
Y-axis
R
Fig. 4. A point position in fuzzy qualitative polar coordinates.
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produced by XTRIG are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It shows that the fuzzy-number generation function distributes the 16 fuzzy
numbers in the translation component in the range ½0 1, and two sets of the 21 fuzzy numbers in the range ½1 1. The fuzzy
qualitative right angle in this example is the ﬁfth orientation angle (i.e., ½0:2240;0:2760;0:0104;0:0104), whose center value
is,aþ b
2
 2p ¼ 0:224þ 0:276
2
 2p ¼ p
2Though any translation quantitative range and orientation range can be described by 4-tuple fuzzy numbers through the
adjustment of a fuzzy partition and its fuzzy membership functions, the relation between them needs to be deﬁned. Fig. 5
also shows the conversion from a fuzzy qualitative angle to its fuzzy qualitative position, where the qualitative angle is the
third orientation state in the orientation fuzzy partition Qa (i.e., ½0:099 0:151 0:0104 0:0104 ). The conversion is carried
out as follows. Firstly, we calculate the positions of the crossing points, A & B between the fuzzy number (i.e., the third ori-0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
X
 Y
A
B
A’
B’
A’xB’y
A’y
B’y
Fig. 5. The relation between qualitative translation and orientation.
−1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.5
1
−1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.5
1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0
0.5
1
X
Y
θ
μX
μY
μθ
Fig. 6. Fuzzy partitions with p = 17, qx ¼ 23 and qy ¼ 23.
78 H. Liu et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2009) 71–88entation angle) and its adjacent fuzzy numbers; Secondly, we calculate crossing point positions A0; B0 between the unit circle
curve and the two line segments OA and OB; Thirdly, we obtain two line segments A0xB
0
x and A
0
yB
0
y by projecting points A
0
; B0
into X and Y coordinates, respectively. Finally we generate two sets of fuzzy numbers which totally or partially are in the
range A0xB
0
x and A
0
yB
0
y. The set of fuzzy numbers that are within A
0
xB
0
x is the fuzzy qualitative position on the X axis of the ori-
entation angle (i.e., QSað3ÞX); the other set within A0yB0y is for Y axis projection (i.e., QSað3ÞY ). The fuzzy qualitative position is
given below, a stands for a-cut, as is zero by default,PQSað3Þ¼0ðPQSað3ÞX ; PQSað3ÞY Þ ð7aÞ
wherePQSað3ÞX¼0
0:5583 0:6417 0:0167 0:0167
0:6583 0:7417 0:0167 0:0167
0:7583 0:8417 0:0167 0:0167
2
64
3
75 ð7bÞ
PQSað3ÞY¼0
0:5583 0:6417 0:0167 0:0167
0:6583 0:7417 0:0167 0:0167
0:7583 0:8417 0:0167 0:0167
2
64
3
75 ð7cÞIt shows that the fuzzy qualitative values of the third orientation angle in the X and Y axes are denoted by two sets of
three 4-tuple fuzzy numbers, which are equal in this case, from its translation fuzzy partition. The conversion methodology
can also be applied to the conversion from fuzzy numbers in its translation fuzzy partition to those in its orientation fuzzy
partition. A closer look at line segment B0B0y shows that the line segment intersects with two fuzzy numbers with the X axis.
The distances between the projection line segment and the centers of the two adjacent fuzzy numbers in the X axis are used
to select whether a fuzzy number belongs to its corresponding fuzzy qualitative position or not. In addition, the relation of
the non-selected fuzzy number to a qualitative position is needed to clarify in that it has potential to be part of the position.
The relation is deﬁned by a proposed relevance index in Section 4.2. The conversion provides an opportunity to analyze and
calculate the relationship between quantitative ranges of an orientation and translation or both using fuzzy arithmetic and
qualitative reasoning.
4. Fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions
The fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions are presented in this section. The extension principle allows the extension of
classical mathematical operators (e.g., conventional trigonometric functions) to the fuzzy domain [48,49]. It means that an
arithmetic operation performed between n fuzzy sets will yield a fuzzy set of the same form. Fuzzy qualitative trigonometric
functions are derived from the geometric perspective; each of them is actually a set of its quantitative counterparts within a
corresponding angular region. That is, fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions provide an overview or a fuzzy qualitative
description of a set of their quantitative counterparts. Each trigonometric function is derived and illustrated using FQT using
the fuzzy partitions of the fuzzy qualitative coordinates. For simplicity, the symbols of quantitative trigonometric functions
are used to describe their counterparts in FQT butwith qualitative variables instead (e.g.,QSiðjÞ, where i 2 fa; dg and j 2 fp; qg).
4.1. Trigonometric functions
In order to give a clear explanation of fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions, let us consider the speciﬁc example for
the third fuzzy qualitative angle in Figs. 5 and 6 as a general case of the ith orientation angle (i.e., QSaðiÞ), please refer to Fig. 2
for the distribution of fuzzy partitions. PQSaðiÞ stands for the fuzzy qualitative position of the intersection of QSaðiÞ to a unit
circle curve, and its projected fuzzy qualitative positions on the axes of X and Y are QSd A
0
xB
0
x
   and QSd A0yB0y  	 as shown
in Fig. 5. We are now ready to deﬁne fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions, which are given in the following,sinðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
QSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	
½1 1 0 0  ¼aQSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	 ð8aÞ
cosðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
QSd A
0
xB
0
x
  
½1 1 0 0  ¼aQSd A
0
xB
0
x
   ð8bÞ
secðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
½1 1 0 0 
QSd A
0
xB
0
x
   ¼a ½1 1 0 0 cosðQSaðiÞÞ ð8cÞ
cscðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
½1 1 0 0 
QSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	 ¼a
½1 1 0 0 
sinðQSaðiÞÞ
ð8dÞ
arcsinðQSd A0yB0y
  	Þ¼aQSaðiÞ ð8eÞ
arccos QSd A
0
xB
0
x
   ¼aQSaðiÞ ð8fÞ
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Please note that a 4-tuple fuzzy number is an atomic element in the proposed trigonometric functions. For instance, say,
sinðQSaðiÞÞ is a fuzzy qualitative value including three 4-tuple fuzzy numbers, cscðQSaðiÞÞ can be obtained by the operation
that fuzzy qualitative division in Table 1 applies ½1 1 0 0 to the three fuzzy numbers, respectively. In addition, the ith fuzzy
qualitative position’s arcsine and arccosine functions shown in Eqs. (8e) and (8f), i.e., arcsinðQSdðiÞÞ and arccosðQSdðiÞÞ, are the
inverse of its sine and cosine functions given in Eqs. (8a) and (8b). Refer to Fig. 5, if points B0y and A
0
y are the crossing points of
the ith fuzzy number and its adjacent fuzzy numbers in Y coordinate, the fuzzy numbers in the orientation fuzzy partition
within arc A0B0
_
are its corresponding qualitative angle. it should be noted that there are limitations for fuzzy qualitative arc-
sine and arccosine functions as their quantitative counterparts have, the limitations are arcsinðQSdðiÞÞ# a  p4 1; p4þ 1
 
, and
arccosðQSdðiÞÞ# a 1; p2þ 2
 
.
Further, the tangent of QSaðiÞ, written tanðQSaðiÞÞ, can be deﬁned as the ratio of the opposite to the adjacent sides, that is
QSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	=QSd A0xB0x  . It can clearly see that the tangent of QSaðiÞ is equal to the sine of QSaðiÞ divided by the cosine of
QSaðiÞ. The same can apply to cotangent function, then we have the two functions,tanðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
QSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	
QSd A
0
xB
0
x
   ¼a sinðQSaðiÞÞcosðQSaðiÞÞ ð9aÞ
cotðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
QSd A
0
xB
0
x
  
QSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	¼a
cosðQSaðiÞÞ
sinðQSaðiÞÞ
ð9bÞwherecos2ðQSaðiÞÞ þ sin2ðQSaðiÞÞ¼aQSdðpÞ ð9cÞ
A fuzzy qualitative version of a fundamental trigonometric identity (i.e., Pythagorean identity) must hold for Eqs. (9a) and
(9b). It ﬁlters out those fuzzy numbers in a fuzzy qualitative angle, which do not meet their geometric deﬁnition. For in-
stance, QSdðpÞ is [0.9583,1.0417,0.0167,0.0167] in the example in Section 3.4, when a ¼ 0, the fundamental trigonometric
identity can be checked by the fact whether the square root result of cos2ðQSaðiÞÞ þ sin2ðQSaðiÞÞ is within
[0.9583,1.0417,0.0167,0.0167]. In fuzzy set theory, the explanation also can be given as follows. The extension principle al-
lows the extension of classical mathematical operators to the fuzzy domain. That is to say that an arithmetic operation (e.g.,
those given in Table 1) performed between n 4-tuple fuzzy numbers will yield a fuzzy number of the same form. Although
the result of an arithmetic operation is a fuzzy number, it may not map exactly onto any of the members of the fuzzy par-
tition of the constrained variable. The fact is also addressed as linguistic approximation problem in relevant literature
[50,48]. Therefore, a constraint related to a mapping from the calculated value onto the closed fuzzy partition is required.
In this case the constraint is the fuzzy qualitative trigonometric identity given in Eq. (9c).4.2. The relevance index
A fuzzy qualitative state is described by a set of overlapping fuzzy numbers, see Figs. 2–6. The ambiguity raised by the
relation of projection line segments of a fuzzy qualitative state (i.e., QSrðiÞ) to its adjacent fuzzy numbers needs to be clariﬁed.
A relevance index QSrðiÞ is introduced to present the relation between the ith fuzzy qualitative state and its adjacent fuzzy
numbers, where the adjacent fuzzy numbers are not part of the fuzzy qualitative state. Its formula is given,QSrðiÞ ¼ k1 X X k2½  ðr 2 fd; agÞ ð10Þ
where k1 is the forward relevance index that denotes the relationship between the ﬁrst fuzzy number of QSrðiÞ and its for-
ward boundary fuzzy number, and k2 is backward relevance index that denotes the relationship between the last fuzzy num-
bers of QSrðiÞ and its backward boundary fuzzy number. Hence the relationship of two adjacent fuzzy qualitative states is
solved by the description of the relation of their boundary fuzzy numbers. For instance, in Fig. 5, the X-axis projection of
PQSað3ÞX contains three fuzzy numbers (i.e., QSdð17Þ; QSdð18Þ and QSdð19Þ), its forward boundary fuzzy number is QSdð16Þ
and its backward boundary fuzzy number is QSdð20Þ. Note that the elements X in Eq. (10) could be any number in order
to keep a 4-tuple fuzzy number form. X is replaced by NaN in the XTRIG MATLAB toolbox, where NaN means not a number.
New deﬁnitions have to be introduced before deﬁning the elements of the relevance index, it is very complex to analyze
the relationship of any two fuzzy numbers, it is also an open problem [51]. For simplicity, the relation of fuzzy numbers is
analyzed for 4-tuple fuzzy numbers only. Consider two adjacent 4-tuple fuzzy numbers m and n, where m ¼
½a; b; s; b; n ¼ ½c; d; c; d. Besides the projection line l of FQT functions is shown in Fig. 7. The crossing point of the projection
line l and fuzzy numbers m and n are pmðu;vmÞ and pnðu;vnÞ, where u is the x-axis projection of the crossing points between
line l and fuzzy numbersm and n, besides vm and vn are the degree of membership of lðXÞ of the crossing points. A boundary
point pbðub;vbÞ is deﬁned by the crossing point of the adjacent fuzzy numbers. The relation of a fuzzy number and its cor-
responding FQT functional projection line is determined by the following relevance index,
a b cub d
vb
1
(x)
a- b+c- d+0 x
pb
l
u
pn
pm
vn
vm
Fig. 7. Relationship between adjacent 4-tuple fuzzy numbers.
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Strong-approximation u 6 b
Weak-approximation b < u 6 ub
Bare-approximation ðbþ bÞP u > ub
8><
>:
k2 ¼
Strong-approximation uP c
Weak-approximation c > uP ub
Bare-approximation ðc  cÞ 6 u < ub
8><
>:whereu ¼ f ðQSaðiÞÞ
ub ¼ 1cþ b ðc  bþ b cÞ
vb ¼  1cþ b ðc  b b cÞwhere f ðQSaðiÞÞ is the projection numerical positions on X and Y coordinates of fuzzy qualitative state QSaðiÞ. For instance, in
Fig. 5, the X-coordinate positions (i.e., fXðQSað3ÞÞ) are A0x and B0x. The relevance index is deﬁned in terms of membership dis-
tribution. Strong-approximation, weak-approximation and bare-approximation are employed to represent the degree of fuz-
zy qualitative approximation. Three real numbers 0, 1 and 2 are employed in the MATLAB XTRIG toolbox to denote them,
respectively. For instance, the relevant index k2 of fuzzy number m is bare-approximation in Fig. 7, due to b < u < ub, where
vb ¼ 0:5 in XTRIG toolbox. And the relevant index k1 of fuzzy number n is strong-approximation.
The above deﬁnition of approximations is the fuzzy qualitative description of algebraic equality. It should be noted that
fuzzy qualitative sine and secant functions of a FQT angle have the same relevant index in that a fuzzy convex and normal
fuzzy number with bounded support can be mapped by a continuous real-valued function into a fuzzy number [52], it indi-
cates that the relationship of the fuzzy numbers is not changed after a continuous real-valued mapping. As we know that the
approximation principle merely states that any member of the fuzzy partition for the constrained variable, which intersects
the calculated fuzzy number, is an approximation to it. The relevance index allows one to tell which members of a fuzzy
partition are better approximations than others.
4.3. XTRIG implementation
Examples of fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions using the fuzzy partitions generated in Section 3.4 are given in this
section. First consider the fuzzy qualitative sine function, the result of the sine function of the 3rd fuzzy qualitative orien-
tation angle is as follows,sinðQSað3ÞÞ¼0
0:5583 0:6417 0:0167 0:0167
0:6583 0:7417 0:0167 0:0167
0:7583 0:8417 0:0167 0:0167
1 NaN NaN 2
2
66664
3
77775In this case there are three fuzzy numbers within the fuzzy qualitative range (i.e., jA0yB0yj) and it shows that its forward rel-
evance relation is weak-approximation and its backward relevant relation is bare-approximation. The results of the rest fuz-
zy qualitative trigonometric values of the 3rd orientation angle are,
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0:7583 0:8417 0:0167 0:0167
0:8583 0:9417 0:0167 0:0167
0:9583 1:0417 0:0167 0:0167
2 NaN NaN 2
2
666664
3
777775
cscðQSað3ÞÞ¼0
1:5584 1:7910 0:0395 0:0551
1:3483 1:5190 0:0296 0:0395
1:1881 1:3187 0:0231 0:0296
1 NaN NaN 2
2
666664
3
777775
tanðQSað3ÞÞ¼0
0:6634 0:8462 0:0323 0:0415
0:8876 1:1266 0:0415 0:0552
1:1818 1:5075 0:0552 0:0772
2
664
3
775
arccosðQSdð20ÞÞ¼0
0:0365 0:0885 0:0104 0:0104
1 NaN NaN 2
" #There are two points, which should be noted, in the above examples. First, fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions have
periodic characteristics, e.g., cosðQSað114ÞÞ ¼ cosðQSað2þ 16 7ÞÞ. Secondly, fuzzy qualitative tangent and cotangent func-
tions are calculated based on fuzzy qualitative sine, cosine functions and the fundamental trigonometric identity shown
in Eqs. (9a)-(9c). The use of the latter ensures the elimination of those fuzzy numbers that are the results of fuzzy qualitative
sine and cosine functions but do not have geometric meaning. For instance, before applying Eqs. (9a) and (9b), the result of
function tanðQSað3ÞÞ are 9 fuzzy numbers, however, 6 of them do not meet their fundamental trigonometry identity.
5. Fuzzy qualitative trigonometric compound angles
The characteristics of FQT are presented in this section. This includes related value rules and compound angle formulae.
5.1. FQT characteristic rules
Fuzzy qualitative characteristic rules of trigonometric compound angle formulae and related value rules can be achieved
by the extension principle and origin symmetry of fuzzy partitions [48,49,53]. Zadeh’s extension principle is an important
theoretical foundation and tool in fuzzy set theory and applications. It is demonstrated that each function Let
f : X ! Y ðX 2 Rn; Y 2 RnÞ induces a corresponding function f^ : FðXÞ ! FðYÞ. It is proved that if f is continuous, then
f^ : FðX;DÞ ! FðY;DÞ is also continuous, D is the supremum over Hausdorff distances between their corresponding level sets.
It leads to the following lemma for general fuzzy qualitative characteristics,
FQT Lemma. If y ¼ RVðxÞ is the set of trigonometric related values, including supplementary, complementary, opposite and anti-
supplementary characteristic, which map a fuzzy partition X to a fuzzy partition Y x 2 S FQTðQXÞ; y 2 S FQTðQY Þð Þ, where FQTð Þ
is one of fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions in Section 4.1, and Qx; Qy 2 Q in Eq. (1), then with A being a fuzzy set in X,
function RVð Þ maps from A to a fuzzy set B in Y such that,lBðyÞ¼a sup
x2RV1ðyÞ;a2½0;1
lAðxÞ ð11ÞWith the deﬁnition for the support of a fuzzy set, we obtain,RVðsuppðAÞÞ¼0suppðBÞ ða ¼ 0Þ ð12Þ
Fuzzy numbers herein are fuzzy sets of the real line R with a normal, fuzzy convex and continuous membership function
of bounded support. suppðAÞ stands for the support of a fuzzy set A. Let QSaðiÞ; QSaðjÞ be the ith and jth qualitative state of
two orientation angles, their relationship can be derived in terms of geometric analysis, fuzzy qualitative rules can be derived
as follows,FQT supplementary if iþ j ¼ p2þ 2
FQT complementary if iþ j ¼ p4þ 2
FQT opposite if iþ j ¼ pþ 2
FQT anti-supplementary if i j ¼ p2
ð13ÞFor instance, consider two fuzzy qualitative states in Fig. 8, which are fuzzy qualitative supplementary. This clearly rep-
resents the fuzzy qualitative relation,
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Fig. 8. Fuzzy qualitative supplementary.
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QSd A
0
yB
0
y
  	
½1 1 0 0  ¼a
QSd A
00
yB
00
y
  	
½1 1 0 0  ¼a sinðQSaðjÞÞ ð14aÞ
cosðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
QSd A
0
xB
0
x
  
½1 1 0 0  ¼a 
QSd A
00
xB
00
x
  
½1 1 0 0  ¼a  cosðQSaðjÞÞ ð14bÞwhere QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ¼a p2þ 1. Substituting Eqs. (14a) and (14b) into Eqs. (9a) and (9b), we obtain,
tanðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  tanðQSaðjÞÞ; cotðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  cotðQSaðjÞÞ ð15ÞFurthermore, the other relations of the fuzzy qualitative functions can be derived, similarly. When the relation of
QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ is fuzzy qualitative opposite, they are,sinðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  sinðQSaðjÞÞ; cosðQSaðiÞÞ¼a cosðQSaðjÞÞ
tanðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  tanðQSaðjÞÞ; cotðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  cotðQSaðjÞÞ
ð16ÞWhen the relation of QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ is fuzzy qualitative complementary, they are:
sinðQSaðiÞÞ¼a cosðQSaðjÞÞ; cosðQSaðiÞÞ¼a sinðQSaðjÞÞ
tanðQSaðiÞÞ¼a cotðQSaðjÞÞ; cotðQSaðiÞÞ¼a tanðQSaðjÞÞ
ð17ÞWhen the relation of QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ is fuzzy qualitative anti-supplementary, they are:
sinðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  sinðQSaðjÞÞ; cosðQSaðiÞÞ¼a  cosðQSaðjÞÞ
tanðQSaðiÞÞ¼a tanðQSaðjÞÞ; cotðQSaðiÞÞ¼a cotðQSaðjÞÞ
ð18ÞFurther applying the extension principle and Eqs. (11) and (12) to arithmetic operations in Table 1, fuzzy qualitative com-
pound angle formulae can be derived in terms of a-cut values. The compound angle formulae for sines and cosines of the sum
and difference of two fuzzy qualitative angles QSaðiÞ and QSaðjÞ are,sinðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ¼a sinðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ þ cosðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ ð19aÞ
sinðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ¼a sinðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ  cosðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ ð19bÞ
cosðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ¼a cosðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ  sinðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ ð19cÞ
cosðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ¼a cosðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ þ sinðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ ð19dÞ
tanðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ¼a
tanðQSaðiÞÞ þ tanðQSaðjÞÞ
1 tanðQSaðiÞÞ tanðQSaðjÞÞ
ð19eÞ
tanðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ¼a
tanðQSaðiÞÞ  tanðQSaðjÞÞ
1þ tanðQSaðiÞÞ tanðQSaðjÞÞ
ð19fÞThe fuzzy qualitative counterpart of the compound angle formulae of the sum and difference of sines and cosines are de-
rived as provided in Eqs. (19a)–(19f). For instance, as shown in Eq. (19b), fuzzy qualitative operation and aggregation are
applied to sinðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ and cosðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ, and their fuzzy qualitative subtraction. Similarly, the double an-
gle formulae for two fuzzy qualitative angles QSaðiÞ and QSaðjÞ are derived as follows,
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cos 2ðQSaðiÞÞ¼a1 2 sin2ðQSaðiÞÞ ð20bÞ
tan2ðQSaðiÞÞ¼a
2 tanðQSaðiÞÞ
1 tan2ðQSaðiÞÞ
ð20cÞ
sin 3ðQSaðiÞÞ¼a3 sinðQSaðiÞÞ  4 sin3ðQSaðjÞÞ ð20dÞ
It is given below that products of sines and cosines are changed into sums or difference for two fuzzy qualitative angles
QSaðiÞ and QSaðjÞ,sinðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ¼a
1
2
½sinðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ þ sinðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ ð21aÞ
cosðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ¼a
1
2
½sinðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ  sinðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ ð21bÞ
cosðQSaðiÞÞ cosðQSaðjÞÞ¼a
1
2
½cosðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ þ cosðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ ð21cÞ
sinðQSaðiÞÞ sinðQSaðjÞÞ¼a 
1
2
½sinðQSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞÞ  sinðQSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞÞ ð21dÞOn the other hand, change sums or differences of sines and cosines into products for two fuzzy qualitative angles QSaðiÞ
and QSaðjÞ are provided as below,sinðQSaðiÞÞ þ sinðQSaðjÞÞ¼a2 sin g
QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ
2

 
 
cos g
QSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞ
2

 
  
ð22aÞ
sinðQSaðiÞÞ  sinðQSaðjÞÞ¼a2 cos g
QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ
2

 
 
sin g
QSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞ
2

 
  
ð22bÞ
cosðQSaðiÞÞ þ cosðQSaðjÞÞ¼a2 cos g
QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ
2

 
 
cos g
QSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞ
2

 
  
ð22cÞ
cosðQSaðiÞÞ  cosðQSaðjÞÞ¼a  2 sin g
QSaðiÞ þ QSaðjÞ
2

 
 
sin g
QSaðiÞ  QSaðjÞ
2

 
  
ð22dÞwhere gðQSaðXÞÞ is a function which rounds QSaðXÞ to the nearest fuzzy qualitative angle. It is demonstrated that the two
versions have similar equation forms though the calculation elements are in different forms, i.e., numerical and qualitative
representations, respectively. It is evident that the extension principle extends classical mathematical operators to the fuzzy
qualitative domain. The extension mapping is computationally costly due to the individual fuzzy qualitative operations as
provided in Table 1 and aggregation [42,43].
5.2. XTRIG implementation
The examples of the related values of fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions are given in this section based on the con-
tent in Sections 3.4 and 4.3, the supplementary, complementary, opposite and anti-supplementary values of the 3rd orien-
tation angle are calculated to demonstrate the correctness of the derived rules,
(1) FQT supplementary:sin QSa
p
2
þ 2 3
 	 	
¼0 sinðQSað7ÞÞ¼0
0:5583 0:6417 0:0167 0:0167
0:6583 0:7417 0:0167 0:0167
0:7583 0:8417 0:0167 0:0167
1:000 NaN NaN 2:0000
2
6664
3
7775(2) FQT complementary:cos QSa
p
4
þ 2 3
 	 	
¼0 cosðQSað3ÞÞ¼0
0:5583 0:6417 0:0167 0:0167
0:6583 0:7417 0:0167 0:0167
0:7583 0:8417 0:0167 0:0167
1:0000 NaN NaN 2:0000
2
6664
3
7775(3) FQT opposite:sinðQSaðpþ 2 3ÞÞ¼0 sinðQSað15ÞÞ¼0
0:8417 0:7583 0:0167 0:0167
0:7417 0:6583 0:0167 0:0167
0:6417 0:5583 0:0167 0:0167
2:0000 NaN NaN 1:0000
2
66664
3
77775
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p
2
þ 3
 	 	
¼0 sinðQSað11ÞÞ¼0
0:8417 0:7583 0:0167 0:0167
0:7417 0:6583 0:0167 0:0167
0:6417 0:5583 0:0167 0:0167
2:0000 NaN NaN 1:0000
2
666664
3
7777756. Fuzzy qualitative triangle theorems
Fuzzy qualitative triangle theorems are presented based on the proposed fuzzy qualitative trigonometric functions. The
role that the counterparts of the fuzzy qualitative triangle theorems play in the quantitative geometry indicates its contri-
bution to fuzzy qualitative calculation and analysis. First, a fuzzy qualitative triangle is deﬁned as,
Deﬁnition I. Three fuzzy qualitative angles are denoted as QSaðAÞ; QSaðBÞ and QSaðCÞ, and three fuzzy qualitative sides
are denoted as QSdðaÞ; QSdðbÞ and QSdðcÞ, also, each side is opposite to its corresponding fuzzy qualitative angle, (e.g., side
QSdðaÞ is opposite to angle QSaðAÞ). The constructed shape is a fuzzy qualitative triangle (i.e., QSDðABCÞ), iff the following
holds,QSdðaÞ þ QSdðbÞ>aQSdðcÞ ð23Þ
where it means that the addition of the support of sides QSdðaÞ and QSdðbÞ is strictly greater than the that of side QSdðcÞ in
terms of a cut values, for which description a-greater is the shorthand, please refer to Eqs. (11) and (12) and the extension
principle. Based on the deﬁnition of a fuzzy qualitative triangle and fuzzy partition distribution in Section 3.1, a fuzzy
qualitative acute triangle, fuzzy qualitative right-angled triangle and fuzzy qualitative obtuse triangle can be deﬁned, they
are given as follows,
Deﬁnition II. A fuzzy qualitative acute triangle is a fuzzy qualitative triangle, each of whose angles is strictly a-less than a
fuzzy qualitative right angle i:e:; QSa
p
4þ 1
  
.
Deﬁnition III. A fuzzy qualitative right-angled triangle is a fuzzy qualitative triangle, one of whose angles is a-equal to a
fuzzy qualitative right angle.
Deﬁnition IV. A fuzzy qualitative obtuse triangle is a fuzzy qualitative triangle, one of whose angles is strictly a-greater than
a fuzzy qualitative right angle. This classiﬁcation of fuzzy qualitative triangles provides a theoretical platform for deriving
fuzzy qualitative sine and cosine rules, and triangle theorems, which play a crucial role in the qualitative analysis of trigo-
nometry. With the extension principle, the approximation principle and lemmas (11) and (12) in mind, we can derive fuzzy
qualitative sine and cosine rules and triangle theorems.6.1. Sine and cosine rules
Fuzzy qualitative sine and cosine rules are derived in this section and they are required to play the same role in fuzzy
qualitative terms as their counterparts do in conventional trigonometry. The area QSDðSÞ of a fuzzy qualitative triangle
QSDðABCÞ can be calculated from the perspective of the three sides,S1¼a QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ sinðQSaðBÞÞ2
S2¼a QSdðbÞQSdðcÞ sinðQSaðAÞÞ2
S3¼a QSdðaÞQSdðbÞ sinðQSaðCÞÞ2
ð24ÞClearly S1¼aS2¼aS3 can be reached since all three describe the same area of a fuzzy qualitative triangle. The fuzzy qualitative
version of the sine rule can be derived by dividing QSdðaÞQSdðbÞQSdðcÞ into Eq. (24),QSdðaÞ
sinðQSaðAÞÞ
¼a QSdðbÞsinðQSaðBÞÞ
¼a QSdðcÞsinðQSaðCÞÞ
ð25ÞThe sine rule relates the sides and angles of a fuzzy qualitative triangle, stating that the ratio of the length of each side and
the sine of the angle opposite is a-equal to a fuzzy constant. This allows calculation of any unknown fuzzy qualitative sides
and angles, provided that some of the sides and angles in the triangle are known. The cosine rule can be derived using the
fuzzy qualitative multiplication shown in Table 1. For instance,
H. Liu et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2009) 71–88 85kQSdðbÞk2¼aQSdðbÞ  QSdðbÞ¼aðQSdðaÞ  QSdðcÞÞ  ðQSdðaÞ  QSdðcÞÞ¼aQSdðaÞ  QSdðaÞ þ QSdðcÞ  QSdðcÞ  2  QSdðaÞ
 QSdðcÞ¼akQSdðaÞk2 þ kQSdðcÞk2  2  kQSdðaÞk  kQSdðcÞk  cosð\BÞ ð26ÞLikewise, the other two fuzzy qualitative sides can be derived in the same way. The fuzzy qualitative cosine rule also pro-
vides the same facility as the sine rule does to calculate any unknown side and angle, provided that some of the sides and
angles are known in the triangle.
6.2. Triangle theorems
In this section we present the abstraction of the triangle theorems into FQT. These include AAA; AAS; ASA; ASS; SAS and
SSS, where A stands for a fuzzy qualitative angle of a fuzzy qualitative triangle, S stands for a side. The notation is the same as
those in the fuzzy qualitative triangle deﬁnition. Recall from Section 2.1, that we use the members of fuzzy partitions to de-
scribe the result of each fuzzy qualitative operation in Table 1. It provides better performance of the approximation principle
for fuzzy number selection in fuzzy qualitative arithmetic.
(1) FQT AAA Theorem: Specifying two angles of a fuzzy qualitative triangle automatically gives the third angle
in fuzzy qualitative terms since the sum of angles in such a triangle sums to QSaðp=2þ 2Þ whose center is p. Recall
from Section 3.1, p is the number of fuzzy qualitative states of a full orientation. The FQT AAA theorem can be
described as,QSaðCÞ¼aQSa
p
2
þ 2
 	
 QSaðAÞ  QSaðBÞ ð27Þ(2) FQT AAS Theorem: Specifying two fuzzy qualitative angles QSaðAÞ and QSaðBÞ and a side QSdðaÞ determines a fuzzy qual-
itative triangle with its area,S¼a QS
2
dðaÞ sinðQSaðBÞÞ sinðQSaðCÞÞ
2 sinðQSaðAÞÞ
¼a
QS2dðaÞ sinðQSaðBÞÞ sin p2 QSaðBÞ  QSaðBÞ
 
2 sinðQSaðAÞÞ
By applying the sine rule given in Eq. (25), we obtain,QSdðbÞ¼aQSdðaÞ
sinðQSaðBÞÞ
sinðQSaðAÞÞ
ð28ÞThenQSdðcÞ¼aQSdðbÞ cosðQSaðAÞÞ þ QSdðaÞ cosðQSaðBÞÞ ð29Þ
(3) FQT ASA Theorem: Specifying two adjacent fuzzy qualitative angles QSaðAÞ and QSaðBÞ and the fuzzy qualitative side
between them QSdðcÞ determines a fuzzy qualitative triangle with its area:S¼a QS
2
dðcÞ
2ðcosðQSaðAÞÞ þ cosðQSaðBÞÞÞ
The angle QSaðCÞ can be calculated by using the AAA theorem. The other two sides are,QSdðaÞ¼a
sinðQSaðAÞÞ
sin p2 QSaðAÞ  QSaðBÞ
 QSdðcÞ
QSdðbÞ¼a
sinðQSaðBÞÞ
sin p2 QSaðAÞ  QSaðBÞ
 QSdðcÞ
ð30Þ(4) FQT ASS Theorem: Specifying two adjacent fuzzy qualitative side lengths QSdðaÞ and QSdðcÞ of a triangle
ðQSdðaÞ < QSdðcÞÞ and one acute fuzzy qualitative angle QSaðAÞ opposite QSdðaÞ does not, in general, determine a fuzzy
qualitative triangle. The number of possible triangles satisfying the given conditions, n, is given by,n ¼
2 if sinðQSaðAÞÞ<a QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ
1 if sinðQSaðAÞÞ¼a QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ
0 if sinðQSaðAÞÞ>a QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ
8>><
>>:
ð31Þ(5) FQT SAS Theorem: Specifying two fuzzy qualitative sides and the fuzzy qualitative angle between them determines a
fuzzy qualitative triangle. The length of the third fuzzy qualitative side is given by the cosine rule,QSdðbÞ¼a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QS2dðaÞ þ QS2dðcÞ  2QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ cosðQSaðBÞÞ
q
ð32Þwe obtain the following by employing the sine rule in Eq. (25),
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QS2dðaÞ þ QS2dðcÞ  2QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ cosðQSaðBÞÞ
q
QSaðCÞ¼a sin1ðQSdðcÞÞ sinðQSaðBÞÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QS2dðaÞ þ QS2dðcÞ  2QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ cosðQSaðBÞÞ
q
QSdðbÞ¼a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QSdðaÞ þ QSdðcÞ  2QSdðaÞQSdðcÞ cosðQSaðBÞÞ
p
ð33Þ(6) FQT SSS Theorem: If the three fuzzy qualitative sides of any fuzzy qualitative triangle QSdðaÞ; QSdðbÞ and QSdðcÞ are
speciﬁed, the area of the triangle is given by Heron’s formula and the extension principle,S¼a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QSdðsÞðQSdðsÞ  QSdðaÞÞ
p

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðQSdðsÞ  QSdðbÞÞðQSdðsÞ  QSdðcÞÞ
q
QSdðsÞ¼a
1
2
ðQSdðaÞ þ QSdðbÞ þ QSdðcÞÞ
applying the cosine rule in Eq. (26), it yields the following equations,
QSaðAÞ¼a cos1
QS2dðbÞ þ QS2dðcÞ  QS2dðaÞ
2QSdðbÞQSdðcÞ
 !
QSaðBÞ¼a cos1
QS2dðaÞ þ QS2dðcÞ  QS2dðbÞ
2QSlðaÞQSdðcÞ
 !
QSaðCÞ¼a cos1
QS2dðaÞ þ QS2dðbÞ  QS2dðcÞ
2QSdðaÞQSdðbÞ
 !
ð34Þ7. Concluding remarks
A fuzzy qualitative description of conventional trigonometry has been presented in this paper. The unit circle of conven-
tional trigonometry has been modiﬁed by the introduction of fuzzy partitions for orientation and translation. Conventional
trigonometric functions (e.g., a sine function) and rules (e.g., the sine rule) have been abstracted to give fuzzy qualitative
versions of these operations. In addition, fuzzy qualitative versions of the conventional triangle theorems are also provided
in FQT. Examples have been given throughout the paper to demonstrate FQT’s ability. One of these focuses on robot kine-
matics and explains how contributions could be made by a new type of FQT-based kinematics to achieve the intelligent con-
nection of low-level sensing & control tasks to high-level symbolic tasks.
The proposed fuzzy qualitative variables become linguistic variables or symbolic variables when they are modiﬁed with
descriptive symbols [54–56]. Besides, methods such as aggregation operators [57] can be used to select speciﬁc symbols
from a set of fuzzy qualitative states. Hence, fuzzy qualitative states in FQT can be denoted by symbolic terms which provide
a promising base for behavioral description in robotics [58]. For example, Jenkins and Mataric [59] have provided a skill-level
interface named behavior vocabulary for a humanoid robot. However, the connection between the behavior vocabulary and
low-level sensing and control tasks is still uncertain. FQT is an abstraction of conventional trigonometry into the domain of
fuzzy logic and qualitative reasoning. This version of trigonometry can replace the role that conventional trigonometry plays
in robot kinematics; so a general robot kinematics can be derived based on FQT. The new type of kinematics handles fuzzy
qualitative states that allow access to both numerical data and symbolic data. Further, a FQT-based robot kinematics could
provide a transit layer for communicating variables, even variable-based cognitive functions of knowledge-level tasks and
numerical sensing & motion control [45,46]. From an implementation perspective, a robotic system with this type of kine-
matics can be easily ﬁtted into a conventional fuzzy model which consists of a fuzziﬁcation unit, knowledge base, inference
engine and defuzziﬁcation unit. The FQT-based reasoning could play a crucial role in an inference engine whose variables are
supported by a knowledge base. The output of an inference engine is able to access knowledge-based systems, e.g., symbolic
planning subsystems. The fuzziﬁcation and defuzziﬁcation units are able to provide low-level sensing and control tasks, it is
obvious this role can be easily replaced by other techniques, e.g., fuzzy clustering.
Fuzzy qualitative reasoning seeks to harness the strengths of fuzzy reasoning and qualitative reasoning. It is in a position
to play a crucial role in closing the gap between low-level sensing & control tasks and high-level symbolic description.
Our future work will focus on the development of an intelligent architecture using the FQT in the domain of AI robotics.
The architecture is composed of a low-level handler, knowledge-based handler, and inference handler. The low-level
handler provides an interface to numerical data; it is composed of a fuzziﬁcation unit and defuzziﬁcation unit, in each unit
different techniques can be applied such as fuzzy clustering. A knowledge-based handler not only provides a knowledge base
to support the system inferences, but also facilitates human supervision (e.g., cognitive inputs). FQT is the core of the infer-
ence handler which should be able to, scalable and in parallel interface both low-level handler and knowledge-based
handler.
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